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Abstract—The European balancing market is undergoing radical transformation through numerous market design initiatives.
These initiatives aim at improving geographical coordination
among European transmission system operators, and better
positioning the European system for integrating renewable resources through short-term operational efficiency and long-term
investment in flexible resources. However, the European design is
characterized by a missing market for real-time reserve capacity,
that has been inherited from a failure to recognize the central
role of real-time operations as the spot market of the electric
power industry. This missing market undermines the valuation
of reserve capacity, and the back-propagation of price signals to
forward reserve markets that can support investment in reserves.
The goal of the present paper is to develop a methodology that
exposes the implications of this missing market. The methodology
relies on analytical insights that can be derived under an
assumption of price-taking behavior. These insights are validated
by a simulation model which represents the European balancing
market as a Markov Decision Process. The simulation model is
used for validating the analytical insights and testing the ability
of various balancing market design options to back-propagate
the real-time value of reserve to forward reserve markets.
Index Terms—reserves, operating reserve demand curves,
scarcity pricing, balancing, Markov Decision Processes

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Trading of Energy and Reserve in European Markets
The European balancing market has been undergoing significant transformation in recent years, due to various coordinated balancing initiatives. These initiatives include integrated
market clearing platforms for replacement reserve (abbreviated
RR, “TERRE” initiative), manual frequency restoration reserve
(abbreviated mFRR, “MARI” initiative), automatic frequency
restoration reserve (abbreviated aFRR, “PICASSO” initiative),
imbalance netting (“IGCC” initiative) and the sharing of
frequency containment reserve (abbreviated FCR).
Traditionally, European system operations have been segmented geographically and functionally. Geographical segmentation refers to the fact that each European country is
commonly operated by a single, or a handful, of transmission
system operators (referred to as TSOs hereafter). Functional
separation refers to the fact that the trading of energy and
reserve capacity1 is not fully coordinated.
European TSOs are responsible for procuring reserve capacity, and for deploying reserve capacity in real time. Dayahead procurement of reserve capacity can take place before,
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during, or after, the clearing of the day-ahead energy exchange,
depending on the country [1], [2]. The operation of the
European day-ahead and intraday market is conducted by
Nominated Electricity Market Operators (NEMOs), which are
separated functionally from TSOs. NEMOs are responsible for
trading energy in the day-ahead and intraday time frame.
Balancing, in European parlance, refers to the trading of
real-time energy. The entities that trade energy in real time
are the so-called “Balancing Responsible Parties” (abbreviated
BRPs hereafter) and “Balancing Service Providers” (abbreviated BSPs hereafter). BRPs are essentially portfolio owners
that find themselves producing or consuming more energy in
real time than they have originally traded, and are therefore
essentially price-inelastic buyers or sellers of real-time energy.
BSPs, on the other hand, refer to owners of assets that can offer
reserve services. BSPs submit offers for balancing energy in
the real-time balancing market, they can therefore be viewed
as price-elastic suppliers or consumers of real-time energy.
Upwards balancing refers to the selling of real-time energy by
BSPs, downwards balancing refers to the procurement of realtime energy by BSPs. By selling reserve capacity in day-ahead
reserve markets, BSPs essentially commit to bidding at least
the amount of capacity that they have sold in the day ahead
to real-time balancing markets. Each BSP must be attributed
to at least one BRP portfolio, as foreseen in article 18(4).d of
the European Balancing Guideline [3].
From an economic standpoint, the essential difference between BRPs and BSPs is price elasticity in the real-time
energy market, and the ability of the latter to provide reserve
capacity. The functional separation of BSPs and BRPs in
system operations, however, has been misunderstood as a
license to introduce a market distortion, whereby the two
are paid differently for trading the same product of real-time
energy. Concretely, BRPs are settled for their real-time energy
deviations at a so-called imbalance price, whereas BSPs are
settled for their real-time deviations at a so-called balancing
price2 . The two may be different, even though they apply to the
same product, real-time energy. Furthermore, it is not clear that
the balancing platforms mentioned in the opening paragraph
of this text will be coherent in terms of setting a price for realtime energy (in the sense that balancing energy from different
platforms may be priced differently).
Compared to US-style pools, therefore, European markets
differ along the following major axes: (i) There is no cooptimization of energy and reserve in the day ahead, the two
2 Although certain European national balancing markets currently rely on
pay-as-bid settlements, the aforementioned integrated EU balancing platforms
that are being put in place will be trading at a uniform balancing price.
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are traded in separate auctions. Energy auctions are operated
by NEMOs. Reserve auctions are operated by TSOs. (ii)
Energy is traded in real time by balancing platforms which
are operated by TSOs. The counterparties in the trading of
real-time energy are BSPs and BRPs. (iii) There is a lack of a
unique price signal for real-time energy. (iv) Reserve capacity
is not traded in real time in the European market. This creates
challenges in the valuation of reserve, as we discuss next.
B. Motivation of Our Paper
The accurate valuation of energy and reserve capacity is an
increasingly crucial function of real-time markets in a regime
of large-scale renewable energy integration. Operating reserve
demand curves (ORDCs) [4] have been proposed as a means
for achieving this important goal. ORDC adders are computed
on the basis of available reserve capacity in the system. As the
amount of reserve capacity in the system decreases, ORDC
adders increase, and reflect the value of reserve in a tight
system. As the available reserve capacity increases, ORDC
adders dissipate, since the system is not experiencing scarcity.
ORDC adders have been adopted in Texas [5], and their
adoption is moving forward in PJM [6]. The Electricity Balancing Guideline of the European Commission, which is the
reference text for European balancing legislation (and which
we will refer to as “EBGL” hereafter), introduces the legal
possibility of implementing ORDC adders by referring to the
mechanism as a “scarcity pricing function” in article 44(3) of
the legislation [3].
Belgium has made steps in advancing the implementation
of scarcity pricing. A series of preliminary analyses commissioned by the Belgian regulatory authority and conducted
by the authors have focused on quantifying the possible
implications of the mechanism for resources that can provide
reserve to the system [7], [8]. The Belgian system operator
and regulator [9] have collaborated with the authors towards
computing and publishing scarcity adders based on the “available reserve capacity” (ARC) of the system. These adders are
computed for every quarter of the day, and published one day
after operations.
In US parlance, the ORDC adder effectively sets the realtime price for reserve capacity. Since prices in energy and
reserve have to be consistent in equilibrium (and this equilibrium is respected automatically in a co-optimization of energy
and reserve), the ORDC adder also uplifts the real-time energy
price. These first principles translate to the following market
design proposals for implementing scarcity pricing in the EU
market design [1]:
• Market design proposal 1: the introduction of a scarcity
adder to the imbalance price.
• Market design proposal 2: the application of the same
adder to the balancing energy price.
• Market design proposal 3: the implementation of an
EU real-time market for reserve capacity (equivalently, a
market for “reserve imbalances”, in the same way that
we operate a market for energy imbalances), which is a
missing market in the existing EU balancing design.
Market design proposal 3 means that the scarcity adder
should (1) apply to BSP capacity that is not activated, (2)

apply to free bids that are available in real time even if they
have not sold reserve capacity in the day ahead, and (3) apply
for buying back reserve capacity that has been activated as
upward balancing energy and is no longer available as reserve
capacity in real time.
Justifying these three market design changes (especially the
second and third) to stakeholders with quantitative models has
been challenging, as we outline below. The present paper is
an attempt to develop an analytical and simulation framework
towards advancing this goal.
C. Existing Modeling Frameworks
The intuitive economic arguments of why we need the three
aforementioned market design changes are the following:
• Economic principle 1: law of one price [10]. Real-time
energy is a unique product, therefore the buyer and seller
should exchange it at the same price.
• Economic principle 2: back-propagation. If we put
in place a real-time market for reserve capacity, then
agents will only sell reserve capacity in forward markets
at the value that they would need to buy it back in
real time. This second principle is especially crucial,
since it allows the value of reserve capacity to backpropagate into forward reserve auctions, and send the
signal to investors that the market can support investments
in reserve capacity.
The settlement of BRP imbalances at an imbalance price
that is different from the balancing price used for the settlement of BSP balancing energy deviates from the law of
one price. In previous analysis [11], stochastic equilibrium
has been used as our quantitative method of choice for
representing the back-propagation effect quantitatively. The
stochastic equilibrium framework that we have developed,
which has originally been applied in the context of investment
[12], [13], reveals the strengths and weaknesses of different
market design choices in back-propagating the value of reserve
to forward reserve auctions. However, the stochastic equilibrium framework encountered an immediate weakness from
the outset during discussions with stakeholders: it embeds
the law of one price, meaning that the model assumes a
unique market for real-time energy, and therefore a unique
price for real-time energy. This assumption contradicts the
practice of using imbalance prices for BRP settlement that
are different from balancing prices for BSP settlement. To put
it differently: whereas stochastic equilibrium can be used for
understanding the effect of certain market design choices on
the back-propagation of reserve prices to forward markets, it
cannot be used (to the best of the authors’ knowledge) for
assessing the validity of different mixtures of BSP and BRP
settlement on this back-propagation.
An alternative model that is developed in this paper is the
representation of the balancing market as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). Our approach is inspired by a growing body
of work on the application of agent-based models to the
analysis of electricity markets. In early work on this topic,
Bunn and coauthors [14], [15] analyze the effect of a change
of design in the markets of England and Wales. In recent work,
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with the broader use of Reinforcement Learning techniques
such as Q-Learning [16], researchers have applied MDPs
[17], [18] in more complex settings. However, these classical
Reinforcement Learning techniques are inefficient for highdimensional problems because they rely on the discretization
of the state and action space. This problem has been overcome
recently by the development of deep learning [19], [20]. As
we discuss in section II-A, our problem is low-dimensional,
and therefore we rely on the standard Q-learning algorithm
[16].
In the context of our analysis, we consider BRPs and BSPs
as agents that engage in trade in a balancing market, and develop trading strategies given different market design options.
We then test the ability of agents to infer the value of the
reserve capacity that they offer to the market under different
market design choices, and thus the ability of different market
design choices to back-propagate the value of this reserve in
forward reserve markets.
The MDP framework offers powerful modeling flexibility.
However, it is difficult to extract conclusions regarding first
principles, since one is limited to observing the outcome of
a simulation, without necessarily gaining insights about the
role of a market design in driving a certain outcome. For
this reason, we supplement our MDP-based market simulation
framework with an analytical characterization of the best
response of market agents to different balancing market design
choices under an assumption of perfect competition. The MDP
simulation framework is then used for providing tangible
evidence for the behavior that the analytical mathematical
framework predicts, which can be valuable for discussions
with stakeholders.
By comparison, the stochastic equilibrium approach [11]
combines the advantages of analytical insights and numerical scalability in a single modeling framework. Concretely,
the complementarity conditions of the stochastic equilibrium
model provide generalizable conclusions about the effect of
market design choices on the back-propagation of reserve
prices (see, for instance, the discussion in page 21 of [11]).
Assuming risk-neutral market agents, the stochastic equilibrium models of [11] can further be expressed as equivalent
tractable two-stage stochastic programming optimization problems. However, it is not clear how the stochastic equilibrium
framework can be adapted in order to account for how agents
internalize opportunity costs in their bidding behavior, and for
the fact that the EU market design allows BSPs and BRPs to
trade at different settlement prices.
D. Contributions and Structure
Our claimed contribution in this paper is twofold. We propose an analytical framework for analyzing European balancing markets which we supplement by an MDP-based market
simulator. And we use our framework to arrive at concrete
insights and recommendations regarding the design of the
European balancing market. One important recommendation
is to introduce a real-time reserve market in the European
balancing design.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
section II we describe various market design options for the

European balancing market, and propose an MDP framework
for simulating these different market design options. In section
III we analyze these different market design options under an
assumption of perfect competition, and summarize our main
conclusions regarding the strengths and weaknesses of different market design proposals. In section IV we validate our
theoretical results by applying the MDP simulation framework
of section II in order to test the ability of different balancing
market design options to back-propagate the value of reserve
to forward markets. We conclude our analysis and discuss
prospects for future research in section V.
II. A M ODEL OF THE E UROPEAN BALANCING M ARKET
BASED ON M ARKOV D ECISION P ROCESSES
A. Building Up the MDP Model
In order to illustrate our full MDP model of the balancing
market, we commence by the simplest possible setting and add
features gradually to the model. We discuss our assumptions
along the way.
As we mention in the introduction, each BSP must be
attributed to at least one BRP according to article 18(4).d
of the EBGL [3]. Without loss of generality, therefore, we
consider a generic agent participating in the balancing market
as one which owns (i) a pool of uncontrollable assets that
impose a price-inelastic imbalance (positive or negative) to
the system as well as (ii) a set of controllable assets with
marginal cost C that is private information of the agent, and
with a total upward capacity P + and downward capacity P −
that is common knowledge for the TSO and all market agents.
The controllable set of assets can be offered to the balancing
market.
1) Single-Stage MDPs: Consider an agent that wishes to
decide how much balancing energy q to offer to a uniform
price auction. In MDP terminology, the decision q is the action
of the agent. For the moment, let us assume that the auction
price is constant and equal to λB over episodes. The reward
of the agent as a function of state and action is described as
(λB − C) · q.
This model can be enriched by introducing the possibility
for the agent to submit price-quantity pairs. Concretely, the
action space can be enlarged to (p, q). This would correspond
to an offer of q MW at p e/MWh. Assuming that the bids of all
competing agents are fixed, this bid implies a balancing price,
and a quantity qa that is accepted by the auction. The reward
of the agent is then expressed as (λB − C) · qa. Note that
the representation of this decision-making problem already
exceeds the expressive ability of mathematical programs with
equilibrium constraints [21].
The next feature that can be added to the model is uncertainty in the balancing price. This uncertainty can be
represented by introducing a system-level uncertain imbalance
that should be covered by the balancing offers of the agents.
2) Two-Stage MDPs: We are interested, next, in introducing
a difference between the balancing price and the imbalance
price to the model. This is the current practice, for example, in
Belgium, where the system operator computes the imbalance
price by applying a surcharge αU whenever the system is
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short, or a discount αL whenever the system is long [22].
Mathematically, the imbalance price in this setting can be
expressed as:
I

=

λ +α

(1)

α

,

αU · I[Imbt > U I] − αL · I[Imbt < LI]

(2)

λ

B

The imbalance price is denoted by λI . Here, Imbt corresponds to the total imbalance of the system. The parameters
U I and LI represent the upper and lower imbalance thresholds
at which the surcharge or discount apply, respectively.
We represent the operation of the balancing market through
the following sequence of events. (1) The agent submits a
price-quantity bid in the balancing platform. (2) The agent
observes the imbalance Imb within its portfolio, and decides
how much of it to cover. (3) The TSO observes the system
imbalance, activates BSPs, and produces a uniform clearing
price. (4) The TSO also computes an alpha penalty, which is
added to the balancing price and is charged to BRPs.
We model this process as a two-stage MDP:
• Stage 1
– State: a single element, the default state of the world.
– Action: (p, q), the price-quantity offers in the balancing platform.
– No reward is collected at this stage.
• Stage 2
– State: (i) the bid price p, (ii) the leftover BSP
capacity after some capacity has been offered to the
balancing auction, and (iii) the level of imbalance
Imb of an agent.
– Action: How much of the imbalance Imb to cover
(this action, denoted as ai and referred to as “active
imbalance”, must be limited to the leftover capacity
that the BSP has not allocated to the reserve auction).
– Reward: (i) BSP payment for upward / downward
activation, expressed as λB ·qa, (ii) BRP payment for
imbalance settlement, expressed as −λI ·(Imb−ai),
and (iii) fuel costs related to self-balancing and BSP
activation, expressed as −C · (ai + qa).
Note that active imbalance, which corresponds to ai 6= 0,
is a practice which TSOs do not necessarily encourage. Nevertheless, it is impossible to enforce ai = 0, since agents are
in control of their private assets, and since the net demand
forecast of a portfolio is private information that the TSO
cannot audit [1].
3) Three-Stage MDPs: In order to model the backpropagation of the value of reserve to forward reserve capacity
auctions, we introduce a uniform-price auction for reserve
capacity. This corresponds, for example, to European dayahead reserve capacity auctions for secondary or tertiary
reserve [2].
The overall model can be described as the following threestage MDP:
• Stage 1
– State: a single element, the default state of the world.
– Action: (pR , q R ), the price-quantity offers in the
reserve capacity auction.

– Rewards: the payment from the reserve capacity
auction.
•

Stage 2
– State: the capacity qaR awarded in the reserve capacity auction.
– Action: (p, q), the price-quantity offers in the balancing platform. The offered quantity can be no less
than what has been cleared in the reserve auction.
– No reward is collected at this stage.

•

Stage 3: identical to the two-stage MDP.

B. Market Design Variants
Our analysis will focus on four different market design
options. These options are inspired by discussions with stakeholders about different ways in which the European balancing
market could be organized so as to enable a more accurate
reflection of the value of reserve capacity.
1) The Vanilla European Design (D1): The default European design is the one corresponding to section II-A3, for
which the imbalance penalty α of Eq. (1) is equal to zero.
This implies that, in this design, the balancing price equals
the imbalance price, λI = λB .
This design is fully compatible with the EBGL. However, as
we show in the following section and verify experimentally in
section IV, it fails at generating a forward reserve price signal.
Inherently, therefore, this mechanism fails to value reserve
capacity. The reason is that, in this design, there is a missing
market for trading reserve capacity in real time.
2) Imbalance Penalties (D2): The inherent inability of
design (D1) to generate a forward reserve price signal that
reflects the value of reserve has already been discussed based
on a stochastic equilibrium framework in [1]. In response to
the request of the European Commission for planned market
reforms in order to implement scarcity pricing (article 20(3) of
regulation 2019/943 [23]) the Belgian government [24] mentions that the imbalance penalty α of Eq. (1), “already exhibits
quite some characteristics of a scarcity pricing mechanism”
[24]. What we show in the sequel is that, in the case of
independent imbalances and a symmetric imbalance penalty
α, design (D2) behaves identically to design (D1).
It is important to note that design (D2) relies on imbalance
penalties α which depend on the level of system imbalance,
which is not to be confused with the level of scarcity in
the system. To clarify: a system that is exhibiting a very
large positive imbalance is not experiencing scarcity if it
carries abundant reserve at the moment in time when the large
imbalance occurs.
In practice, the imbalance penalty in Eq. (1) depends on
the imbalance of the current and previous interval (see Eq. (4)
below). Therefore, the MDP model that we develop for design
(D2) requires an additional state variable, the imbalance of
the previous balancing interval, which is is added to the state
vector of stages 2 and 3.
3) Adders on Imbalance Charges (D3): Scarcity pricing,
as proposed in [1] and following [25], introduces a real-time
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price for reserve, or ORDC adder, which is a function of the
instantaneous amount of leftover capacity in the system:
λR = (V OLL − λB ) ·
LOLP (P +,tot − Imbt ) · I[P +,tot − Imbt ≥ 0] +
(V OLL − C max ) · I[P +,tot − Imbt < 0]).

(3)

Here, V OLL is an estimate of the value of lost load in the
system, P +,tot is the total reserve capacity that is available,
LOLP (·) is the loss of load probability in the system as a
function of available reserve capacity, and C max is an estimate
of the marginal cost of the most expensive unit in the system.
This price signal is reflective of system scarcity, in the sense
that it is adaptive to the amount of leftover reserve capacity,
P +,tot − Imbt .
The question is where this adder should be applied. It has
been proposed [26] to apply this adder as an imbalance charge,
as an alternative to the α penalty of Eq. (1). As we demonstrate
analytically in proposition 3.3 and numerically in section IV,
this market design produces a forward reserve price, however
this signal is significantly weaker than the average value of
reserve capacity to the system. Introducing an adder to the
imbalance price does not rectify the fact that design (D3),
like design (D1) and (D2), is featuring a missing market for
reserve capacity in real time.
4) Scarcity Pricing (D4): The implementation of scarcity
pricing relies on a real-time market for reserve capacity. In
terms of the MDP model, this implies replacing α with λR in
Eq. (1), and introducing the following term in settlement:
−λR · qaR + λR · (P + − qa − ai).
This term effectively implies that agents buy back their dayahead reserve capacity at real-time reserve prices, and sell their
entire real-time reserve capacity at real-time reserve prices.
Introducing this settlement of real-time reserve imbalances
induces agents to bid their reserve capacity in forward markets
in a way that anticipates the expected price at which they
would be required to buy that reserve capacity back in real
time. This effect results in the back-propagation of the scarcity
signal.
The mechanism amounts to introducing a real-time market
for reserve capacity, and is exactly analogous to the practice
of settling energy imbalances at prevailing real-time energy
prices. Furthermore, the approach is compatible with EU
legislation, and specifically article 20(d) of the Clean Energy
Package [23].
Note that the representation of this design requires augmenting the MDP model of section II-A3 by adding the awarded
day-ahead reserve capacity qaR to the state of the third time
step, since this quantity affects the third-stage payoff under
design (D4).
III. A NALYTICAL R ESULTS
This section analyzes each of the four designs that are introduced in section II under the simplifying assumption of perfect
competition. Unveiling difficulties in back-propagating reserve
prices in the case of perfect competition suggests fundamental
market design problems, and offers insights about what to

expect in the simulations of section IV-B. Our simplifying
assumption can be stated as follows:
Perfect competition assumption: We consider fringe
agents, i.e. ones with infinitesimal capacity.
In order to keep the development concise, we proceed by
characterizing the optimal strategy of a fringe agent in section
III-A. We then outline the strategy of our proofs in section
III-B. The full proof for each of the following propositions
is available in a technical report [27]. We clarify that the
analytical framework presented here is only valid for the case
of perfect competition. The reader is referred to [28] and
references therein for an analysis of symmetric equilbiria in
sealed-bid uniform price auctions where agents account for
their ability to influence market clearing prices through their
bidding behavior.
A. Statement of Analytical Results
Proposition 3.1: In design (D1), it is always optimal
for agents to bid their entire balancing capacity at the true
marginal cost to the balancing auction. For agents with upward
balancing capacity (P + > 0), the opportunity cost of bidding
their capacity to the day-ahead reserve auction is zero. This is
a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 3.2: Under the assumption of independent
symmetric imbalances, in design (D2) it is always optimal
for agents to bid their entire balancing capacity at the true
marginal cost to the balancing auction. For agents with upward
balancing capacity (P + > 0), the opportunity cost of bidding
their capacity to the day-ahead reserve auction is zero. This is
a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.
Proposition 3.3: In design (D3), it is sometimes, but
not always, optimal for agents to bid their entire balancing
capacity at the true marginal cost to the balancing auction.
For agents with upward balancing capacity (P + > 0), the
opportunity cost of bidding their capacity to the day-ahead
reserve auction is less than or equal to the scarcity value E[λR ].
This does not characterize a pure strategy Nash equilibrium,
since some agents find it optimal to self-balance.
Design (D3) is depressing the scarcity price in two ways: (i)
agents who find it optimal to self-balance face an opportunity
cost which is less than the scarcity price E[λR ], and (ii) agents
who find it optimal to bid their entire capacity to the balancing
auction face an opportunity cost of zero for bidding reserve
in the day ahead.
Proposition 3.4: In design (D4), it is always optimal
for agents to bid their entire balancing capacity at the true
marginal cost to the balancing auction. This is a pure strategy
Nash equilibrium. or agents with upward balancing capacity
(P + > 0), the opportunity cost of bidding their capacity to
the day-ahead reserve auction is equal to the scarcity value
E[λR ].
Note that design (D4) emerges as the only option which
back-propagates the real-time value of reserve capacity to
day-ahead reserve auctions, while preserving the incentive
of agents to make their balancing capacity available in the
balancing market. Choosing to offer resources in the balancing
auction instead of self-balancing promotes operational efficiency, since resources are pooled in the balancing auction,
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where price discovery and efficient allocation of resources can
take place.

The expected payoff can therefore be expressed as follows:
zB

B. Proof Strategy

= E[zB (ω)]
Z
=
(x − C) · q · dµ(x)
x>p

In this section, we prove the statement of proposition 3.1 for
one case. This technique forms the basis for all the results of
section III-A, and conveys the basic intuition of our reasoning.
For a detailed proof of all the results of section III-A, the
reader is referred to [27].
The first step in the proof of all the propositions is to
demonstrate that there is no loss of generality in considering
the case of an agent which has only downward capacity (i.e.
P + = 0 and P − < 0) or the case of an agent which has only
upward capacity (i.e. P − = 0 and P + > 0) [27].
Once this is established, we can fix the bid (p, q) in the
balancing market. Under the fringe assumption, we can ignore
the influence of the active imbalance ai on the expected
imbalance price. In the following calculations, we denote
D , −E[λB · Imb]. This is not affected by the actions of
the agent, and is therefore a constant offset to the imbalance
payoff of the agent.
We have two possible suppliers: (i) the ones for which
E[λB ] ≥ C, and (ii) the ones for which E[λB ] < C. In what
follows, we limit the discussion to the the case of cheap suppliers with upward capacity (E[λB ] − C ≥ 0, P + > 0, P − = 0).
Our strategy is to first characterize the optimal bidding strategy
in the balancing market, (p, q), by considering the effect
of these decisions on imbalance settlements and balancing
payments.
The imbalance payoff is computed as follows for agents
with P + > 0 (and therefore q ≥ 0):
max(E[λB ] − C) · ai − E[λB · Imb]
ai

ai + q ≤ P +
ai ≥ 0
We have ai? = P + − q. The expected payoff zI is then
expressed as follows:

The overall payoff of the agent can therefore be expressed
as follows:
R(p, q)

= zI + zB
= C1 − C2 · q + C3 (p) · q

where the terms can be described as follows:
C1

=

(E[λB ] − C) · P + + D

C2

=

C3 (p)

=

E[λB ] − C
Z
(x − C) · dµ(x)
x>p

In order to determine the optimal bidding strategy, let us
first fix the bid quantity q of the agent. We can express the
first-order conditions with respect to p as:
∂R(p, q)
∂p

= C30 (p) · q
= −µ(p) · (p − C) · q

We note that the payoff function R(p, q) for fixed q is
increasing in (−∞, C], zero at C, and decreasing in [C, +∞).
Thus, for any q, an optimal strategy is to bid the true cost. And,
given this strategy, the payoff becomes
R(C, q) = C1 − C2 · q + C3 (C) · q
We have
∂R(C, q)
∂q

= −C2 + C3 (C)
= −(E[λB ] − C) + C3 (C)
Z
= −(
(x − C) · dµ(x)
Z x≤C
+
(x − C) · dµ(x))
x>C
Z
+
(x − C) · dµ(x)
x>C

zI

=

(E[λB ] − C) · (P + − q) + D

The balancing payoff zB can be expressed as follows:
•
•

•

If p > λB , then zB (ω) = 0
If p = λB , then zB (ω) = (λB − C) · qa for some qa
which is selected by the auctioneer. We handle case by
assuming that the auctioneer always activates zero MW
of the supplier when the bid is at the money. Since this
is a fringe supplier, the auctioneer can always source the
imbalance energy from alternative suppliers. Thus, we
have qa = 0 and zB = 0 in this case.
If p < λB , then zB (ω) = (λB − C) · q.

The realization ω corresponds to the realization of system
imbalance. Note that zB (ω) is random. In fact, the distribution
of λB depends on the decisions of the agent, p and q. In the
sequel, we denote the probability measure of the balancing
price λB as µ.

> 0
Therefore, it is optimal to bid q ? = P + in the balancing
auction, and ai? = 0. This reflects the fact that, when being
in active imbalance, the agent takes the risk of producing
power when being out of the money. Instead, the balancing
market will only activate the agent when its marginal cost is
lower than the balancing price. The fact that the balancing and
imbalance price are equal sends the correct incentive to the
agent for bidding its entire capacity to the balancing auction.
Note that every MW cleared in a forward reserve auction
comes with an obligation to bid that MW in the balancing
auction, so this is profit lost in the balancing and imbalance
phase. Since the optimal strategy of the agent is to anyways
bid its entire capacity in the balancing auction, there is no
opportunity cost for the agent, i.e. dR? /dq = 0. Thus, the
reserve price at which the agent would bid in the day-ahead
reserve auction is zero.
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P+
P−
C

A1
0
-100
20

A2
0
-100
30

A3
A4
A5
0
0
1
-100 -50
0
40
50
50
TABLE I

A6
100
0
60

A7
100
0
70

Imbtt−1 [MWh]
q ∗ [MW]
p∗ [e/MWh]
Average Profit [e]
dR? /dq [e/MWh]

A8
100
0
80

T HE BALANCING CAPACITY AND MARGINAL COST OF DIFFERENT AGENTS
FOR THE MDP CODE OF SECTION IV-A. U NITS ARE IN [MW] FOR P +
AND P − , AND IN [e/MW H ] FOR C.

IV. I LLUSTRATION ON A C ASE S TUDY
We now proceed to a numerical illustration in a simple case
study. In section IV-A we validate the analytical results of
section III by considering a single fringe agent. In section
IV-B we assess the ability of the different designs to backpropagate reserve prices by considering multiple agents that
compete against each other.
A. Validation of Analytical Results
Consider a system with a fringe supplier that manages a
flexible upward capacity of P + = 1 MW (and downward
capacity of P − = 0 MW). The marginal cost of the agent is
C = 50 e/MWh. We discretize the action space as follows:
the balancing auction bid q and reserve auction bid q R is either
0 MW or 1 MW, and the agent can bid any value p between
25 to 75 e/MWh, in increments of 5 e/MWh.
The system imbalance is assumed to be normally distributed
with a mean of 0 MW and a standard deviation of 91.5 MW.
The imbalance of the fringe agent is assumed to be uniformly
distributed between 0 MW, -0.5 MW and 0.5 MW.
In the analytical model, the balancing supply function of
the system is assumed to be affine, and is expressed mathematically as a + b · q, where q is the amount of activated
balancing capacity (with q > 0 corresponding to upward
activation and q < 0 corresponding to downward activation),
a = 50 e/MWh, and b = 0.11 (e/MWh)/MW. This supply
function is an approximation of a balancing market with 8
agents, whose parameters are defined in Table I. The fringe
agent that we are interested in is agent A5.
For the case of design (D2), we use the formula proposed
by ELIA [22]: U I = LI = 150 MW, and

(∞, −150] (-150,0]
1
1
50
55
6.43
6.30
0
0
TABLE III

(0,150]
1
55
6.32
0

(150, ∞)
1
50
6.46
0

R ESULTS FOR (D2) FOR DIFFERENT RANGES OF Imbtt−1 IN THE
SINGLE - AGENT SIMULATION .

Design
(D1)
(D2)
(D3)
(D4)
q ∗ [MW]
1
1
0
1
p∗ [e/MWh]
50
50
any
50
Average Profit [e]
4.04
4.04
12.57 16.63
Opportunity cost dR? /dq [e]
0
0
8.53
12.59
TABLE IV
R ESULTS FOR DIFFERENT MARKET DESIGNS USING THE ANALYTICAL
SOLUTION .

purpose of learning the Q function. We use a learning rate of
1
n(s,a) for each state-action pair (s, a), where n(s, a) counts
the number of visits to (s, a). We run 2, 000, 000 episodes for
each design with the same seeds, in order to isolate the effect
of the market design changes on the results.
We summarize the results of the simulation in Tables II
and III, and the analytical solution in Table IV. We observe
the following. (i) For every design, the bid quantity and
price are equivalent for the analytical case and the MDP
model3 . (ii) The profits are in the same range for the analytical
solution and the MDP model. Differences (which amount to a
range of 2 e) can be expected, because the analytical model
assumes a continuous supply function, which is a continuous
approximation of the stepwise supply function that is used
in the MDP code (see Table II). (iii) The opportunity costs
are very close to each other for the analytical model and the
MDP code. (iv) For design (D2), the range of values in the
imbalance of the previous period, Imbtt−1 , does not influence
the selected action or the profit, see Table III. This observation
is in line with proposition 3.2.
B. Back-Propagation

Design
(D1)
(D3)
(D4)
q ∗ [MW]
1
0
1
p∗ [e/MWh]
55
any
50
Average Profit [e]
6.34
14.43 18.85
Opportunity cost dR? /dq [e/MWh]
0
8.11
12.71
TABLE II
R ESULTS FOR (D1), (D3) AND (D4) IN THE SINGLE - AGENT SIMULATION .

We now concentrate on assessing experimentally the ability
of the different market designs to back-propagate the realtime value of reserve to the day-ahead reserve market. For this
purpose, we use our MDP model for developing a multi-agent
simulation. In order to focus the analysis on the effects of the
design in conditions of high competition for upward balancing
capacity, we replace producers 5 − 8 by 35 producers with a
capacity of 10 MW and marginal costs that increase uniformly
from 50 e/MWh to 84 e/MWh.
We discretize the agent action space by having agents bid
in price increments of 5 e/MWh and in quantity increments
of half of their capacity. Each agent is facing a portfolio
imbalance which is uniformly distributed between 0 MW, half
of its maximum capacity, and minus half of its maximum
capacity. There is also a system imbalance with a zero mean

For the single-agent simulation, we use the Q-learning
algorithm [16] under a uniformly distributed policy for the

3 Indeed, in the MDP model, bidding at a price of 45 or 55 e/MWh is
equivalent to bidding at 50 e/MWh, because there is no other producer with
a marginal cost in the intervals [45, 50) and ()50, 55]. For design (D3), the
bid price does not matter, because the bid quantity is 0 MW.

αU = αL =
|Imbt |+|Imbt

200

1 + exp 450−x
65

(4)

|

t−1
where x =
is the average of the absolute
2
total system imbalances of the previous and current imbalance
interval. For the case of design (D3) and (D4), we assume a
value of V OLL = 1000 e/MWh.
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and a standard deviation of 21.9 MW. Agent imbalances are
independent of each other and of the system imbalance. The
day-ahead reserve demand curve is assumed to be identical to
the real-time reserve demand curve, and based on the ORDC
formula of Eq. (3).
We let every agent optimize its own policy using the Qlearning algorithm under an −greedy policy. During the
learning phase, k evolves as N0.05
−k , where N is the maximum
number of iterations and k is the current iteration. Since all
agents are learning simultaneously, from the perspective of any
single agent, the environment is non-stationary, which implies
that we have no convergence guarantees. In order to cope with
the non-stationarity of the environment, we use a constant
learning rate [29].
We run 1, 500, 000 iterations in blocks of 100. After each
block of 100 iterations, we compute the outcome that we
would have obtained in the reserve market if each agent were
applying its policy greedily. We plot the sample average of
this reserve price for the different designs in Fig. 1.
We observe the following. (i) For (D1) and (D2), the
reserve price sample average converges to a small value. This
is anticipated by the analytical results, because the opportunity
cost for each agent is equal to 0. The decrease is slower for
(D2), because there are more states in (D2) than in (D1),
and therefore the convergence is slower. (ii) For (D3), the
reserve price sample average arrives slightly above the one
resulting from (D1). As the analysis shows [27], under (D3)
certain low-cost producers may face a positive opportunity cost
when bidding into the day-ahead reserve market. Nevertheless,
the resulting reserve price remains close to the one of (D1),
because few producers are sufficiently cheap to fulfill this
condition. (iii) Under design (D4), the day-ahead reserve price
converges to a value which is close to the average real-time
scarcity adder, i.e. 9.35 e/MWh.

Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D1
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D2
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D3
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D4

15
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5000
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15000

40

Reserve price [Eur/MWh]

Reserve price [Eur/MWh]

20

reserve markets, where reserve requirements are sometimes
quite small and the market may be dominated by a limited
number of suppliers.
The analytical results of section III are only valid in a setting
of perfect competition. Concretely, this assumption is required
in order to arrive to the observation that reserve prices are
depressed under designs (D1) - (D3). If we lift the perfect
competition assumption, then we can still use the MDP model
of section II in order to investigate possible outcomes in the
market. However, in such a setting it is typically difficult to
verify that the point at which the MDP model converges is
an actual equilibrium, since the Nash assumptions need to
hold for every agent, and every possible state at every stage
of the MDP model. Due to the fact that the Q functions are
estimated in the MDP model, this verifications is necessarily
probabilistic, and typically accompanied by very weak confidence guarantees, since certain points of the state-action space
are not explored extensively. In lieu of an analytical model
that can predict equilibrium outcomes in the case of perfect
competition, the results of the MDP model should therefore
be considered as being purely suggestive.
Bearing this limitation in mind, we proceed with an application of our MDP model where we consider 11 agents. We
maintain the 4 first agents of Table I. We replace producers
5 − 8 of Table I by 7 agents with a capacity of 50 MW and
marginal cost that increases uniformly from 50 to 80 e/MWh.
We discretize the agent action space by having agents bid in
price increments of 5 e/MWh and in quantity increments of a
tenth of their capacity. The other parameters are kept the same
as in the case of perfect competition.
We present the results of our simulation in Fig. 2. We
observe in Fig.2 that the price is higher for all designs
compared to the case of perfect competition (see Fig. 1). This
suggests that market power can be applied under every market
design, and that our MDP model can be used for capturing
such effects.

Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D1
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D2
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D3
Day-ahead reserve price sample average for D4

30

20

10

Iterations
0
Fig. 1. The evolution of the reserve price in the simulation of section IV-B.

C. Relaxing the Perfect Competition Assumption
The analytical model of section III assumes perfect competition. This is not necessarily representative of balancing and

0

5000

10000

15000

Iterations
Fig. 2. The evolution of the reserve price in the simulation of section IV-B
under a setting of imperfect competition.
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D. Other Factors Affecting Reserve Prices
The MDP model and analytical results that we have developed employ a number of simplifying assumptions. We discuss
the assumption of perfect competition in section IV-C. In this
section we comment on other factors that affect the formation
of reserve prices, including the inter-temporal coupling of
market time units, fixed costs, and multiple reserve types.
a) Inter-temporal coupling: Both our analytical approach
and our MDP model are implicitly assuming away intertemporal dependencies. Inter-temporal dependencies occur in
market clearing due to the dynamic constraints of resources
(generator startups, ramp rates, min up / down times, storage
levels, and so on) as well as the multi-interval nature of dayahead and real-time energy and reserve markets. For example,
European day-ahead energy market clearing (as well as future
integrated European day-ahead balancing capacity platforms,
see articles 40-42 of [3]) spans a 24-hour horizon. Similarly, a
number of US day-ahead energy and reserve markets based on
co-optimization typically span a horizon of at least one day,
while a number of US real-time markets such as CAISO and
the New York ISO [30] employ a multi-interval look ahead.
The introduction of inter-temporal coupling in our MDP
model would create serious computational challenges that
would require moving away from a simple lookup table
representation of agent policies [31]. It is worth noting that
pumped hydro resources in Belgium presently constitute a
significant resource for the provision of frequency restoration
reserves. The effect of inter-temporal constraints on Belgian
market prices has been considered in past work by the authors
[7], [8]. Inter-temporal constraints are ignored in the present
paper in order to focus the analysis on the interaction of
scarcity pricing and the back-propagation of reserve prices to
forward markets.
b) Fixed costs: Fixed costs are not accounted for in
our analysis. Belgium relies extensively on combined cycle
gas turbines for frequency restoration reserves. These resources incur fixed costs for being online that contribute to
the formation of forward reserve prices [7]. The effect of
fixed costs is not accounted for in the present analysis. The
fixed cost associated to bringing a unit online so that it can
provide reserve to the system would introduce a non-zero cost
associated to the sale of reserve in the day-ahead market, and
would therefore introduce a non-zero forward reserve price
that can contribute towards covering the operating cost that
balancing capacity incurs for delivering reserve services to
the system. Instead, an important goal of scarcity pricing is
to remunerate fixed long-run investment costs of resources
that contribute to the system during scarcity. Our analysis
uncovers balancing market designs that exhibit deficiencies
in back-propagating this value to forward reserve markets by
considering the special case of zero fixed costs.
c) Multiple reserve products: System operators typically
employ a range of reserve products with different requirements. A typical classification that is employed in Europe is
mentioned in the introduction of the paper: in order of increasing response time, reserves can be classified in Europe between
FCR, aFRR, mFRR, and RR. The scarcity pricing evolutions
in the Belgian market have focused on the introduction of

scarcity adders based on ORDC related to aFRR and mFRR.
The separate consideration of aFRR and mFRR adders has
been considered by the authors in previous work [7], [8], [1],
[11], and is not developed further in the present paper in order
to focus the analysis on the design of the balancing market.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND P ERSPECTIVES
We present a methodology for analyzing the European balancing market based on an analytical derivation of optimal bidding under perfect competition assumptions, accompanied by
an MDP-based simulation. The analysis exposes the inability
of various market design alternatives in back-propagating the
value of reserve capacity in day-ahead markets. The analysis
validates the ability of a real-time market for reserve capacity
[1] to back-propagate the value of reserve capacity to dayahead markets, while also preserving the incentive of agents to
make their reserve resources available in the balancing market.
The policy discussion for the implementation of scarcity
pricing is advancing in Belgium. Since October 2019, the
Belgian system operator publishes4 scarcity prices one day
after operations based on the available reserve capacity that
has transpired during the previous day. In October 2020, the
Belgian system operator launched a public consultation on its
assessment [32] of the market design proposal that is proposed
by the authors for implementation in the Belgian market [1].
The framework proposed by the authors in the present paper
can be used for assessing the market design options that have
been set forth in the public consultation.
In future research, we intend to further analyze numerous
important aspects of the mechanism. The legal basis for the
implementation of the mechanism can rely on articles 18(4)
and 44(3) of the EBGL. The specific parameter choices for
computing the scarcity adders, i.e. the shape of the ORDC,
are currently being investigated. Finally, it is important to
understand the interaction of the mechanism with neighboring
energy and reserve markets that are not adopting the mechanism, and to ensure its compatibility with the legal framework
of EBGL in this multi-area setting.
A PPENDIX
In this section we introduce the notation that is used in the
main body of the paper.
Analytical Model
C: marginal cost of a BSP
P + , P − : upward / downward balancing capacity of a BSP
p, q: balancing energy bid price / bid quantity
λB : balancing energy price
qa: active imbalance of a BSP (i.e. imbalance induced in the
portfolio of the BSP through controllable reserve resources
that is not originating as a dispatch instruction of the balancing
market)
α: imbalance adder applied in the Belgian market, which
depends on whether the system is short (αU ) or long (αL )
4 https://www.elia.be/en/electricity-market-and-system/studies/scarcitypricing-simulation
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U I, LI: upper and lower imbalance thresholds beyond which
the Belgian imbalance penalty α applies
Imb: imbalance that an agent observes in its portfolio
pR , q R : reserve capacity auction bid price / bid quantity
λR : scarcity price adder
V OLL: value of lost load
LOLP (·): function mapping remaining available reserve capacity in the system to loss of load probability
P +,tot : total upward balancing capacity available in the system
in real time
C max : estimate of the marginal cost of the marginal unit in
the system, used for the computation of the scarcity pricing
adder
MDP Model
n(s, a): number of times that state-action pair (s, a) has been
visited
k : parameter of -greedy policy which indicates how many
times we intentionally do not select the optimal action in the
learning phase, in order to induce exploration
Acronyms
BSP: balancing service provider
BRP: balancing responsible party
FCR: frequency containment reserve
FRR: frequency restoration reserve
aFRR/mFRR: automatic FRR / manual FRR
RR: replacement reserve
D1: the vanilla EU design
D2: the Belgian design which applies an imbalance adder α
to the imbalance price
D3: a market design which introduces scarcity adders to the
imbalance price
D4: a market design which properly implements scarcity
pricing by introducing scarcity adders to balancing energy
prices, imbalance prices, and for the settlement of reserve
imbalances
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